School's Out/Science Is In
Full day of science and nature learning offered each Wednesday and select days HCPSS is closed.
• Hours 9–3:30
• Offered at both our Elkridge and Woodstock locations
• $70 per day

Student Field Experiences
Two-hour hands on learning stations and guided hikes that align with HCPSS curriculum
• For ages 6–16
• Topics include habitats, soils, trees, stream health and more
• After school or daytime sessions available
• Group size 10 or less
• $15 per student

Nature in your Neighborhood
Bring the Conservancy to your neighborhood!
• Interactive programs featuring our animal ambassadors, giant maps and more.
• Schedule for your small group at our site or yours.
• Prices range from $125–$300 per session.

Wild Walks
One hour guided hike for your family, friends or community group
• Topics include gardens galore, riveting rivers, meander in the meadows and more.
• $10 per person

For more information and to register: howardnature.org/experiences

ALL PROGRAMS WILL BE HELD OUTDOORS AND FOLLOW PHYSICAL DISTANCING GUIDELINES